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Finance post-evaluation project plays a critical role in summing up success and failure 
experiences of the management, improving the scientific level of decision-making and evaluation 
financial viability. Post-evaluation of investment project is increasingly emphasized by various 
domestic industries, but less attention to finance post-evaluation. Under the background , in order 
to improve continuously the decision-making and management level of our finance 
post-evaluation of public welfare construction Projects，we have to pay much attention to the 
importance of the finance post-evaluation of projects, strengthen continuously the research on the 
relevant theories and methods.    
The purpose of this paper is to find a way and technology of finance post-evaluation of public 
welfare construction projects to be suit to China by learning the experience of our countries, and to 
promote China to set up a set of scientific and standard finance post-evaluation system of public 
welfare construction projects. Taking the finance post-evaluation of H rural water project in 
Zhejiang province  as an example, the paper introduces related work of the finance 
post-evaluation of public welfare construction projects. 
This paper is divided four parts of altogether five chapters. As an introduction, the first part 
–chapter Ⅰ introduces the background of this paper, and take H rural water as an  example to 
state the importance of currying out the finance post-evaluation of public welfare construction 
projects at this stage .Then, it oulined its research method of this paper. The second part –chapter 
Ⅱ gives several definitions of the finance post-evaluation of public welfare construction projects , 
and then states basic content of post-evaluation public welfare construction projects .and then give 
the comparison between the finance post-evaluation and post-evaluation of national 
economy, between the finance post-evaluation and finance evaluation。The third part is 
divided into chapter Ⅲ and chapter Ⅳ. This part starts from the applied study of the finance 
post-evaluation of public welfare construction projects, and then introduces its practice and 
implementation. The chapter Ⅲ, This part the weak link which appraised after the finance has 
carried on the system analysis and the research.Through constructed the entire process to the 
project to analyze in detail, after has given the essential factor collection which the influence 
finance appraised Considering that the present indicator system of finance post-evaluation is 
incomplete，some more fundamental indicators which are used to quantify the key factors are 
added to improve upon the Present indicator system. chapter Ⅳ makes case studies —the finance 
post-evaluation of H rural water project in Zhejiang province on the basis of the main chapter of 

















finance post-evaluation of public welfare construction projects .The fourth part is chapter 
Ⅴ.Chapter Ⅴ summarizes the conclusion of the study and also points out the localization of the 
study. 
In the paper, research is combined with theoretical analysis and case studies. In the course of 
the study, the research ideas follow from abstract to concrete, from theory to practice. 
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